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ANDY WHITE

WRITER:

KRISTA CALDWELL

I was on the toilet at school staring at the GotMilk ad inches from
my nose when it struck me: As young people, we’re exposed to media
everywhere we look. Teenagers* are propaganda magnets. Adults
shove things into our hands, onto our computer screens and, as I was
experiencing, in front of our faces while we pee. We have time to watch
tv, cruise the net, and flip through magazines. We spend hours and hours
every week as a captive audience for writers, producers and artists of our
parents’ generation. We’re analysed meticulously by behavioral consultants
making top dollar to try and figure out what exactly we think, do, and feel.
They’re taking our words and feeding them back to us in hopes of catching
our eye. I don’t care what Joe Somebody sitting behind his desk looking
through a ‘recent study’ has to say. It does not make sense that people
twice our age are thinking up all of the media we see.
As I reached for some TP, I noticed the notes scratched into the
seafoam stall: the lyrics to a song by Tegan and Sara, a crude doodle of the
principal, and a haiku about poo. Next to each little feature were comments
and replys written by other outspoken toileting folk. That is more how I
envision Fortyfour Magazine. That’s right kids, there is a new bathroom
stall in town and we’re not about to be confined between four tin walls.
We’re a forum and showcase for what we’re really all about.. We’re here
to give youth a voice; to enhance and divert from the learn, eat, chat, text,
sleep, drink, party, study, chill lifestyle we lead. We’re here to promote issues
relevant to us, explore new music, show off art done by people our age, and
keep you in the know about what’s happening here on the North Shore.
Read on and tell us what you think.
*Despite our best efforts, we could not find a word we liked to describe
‘teenagers’. Please let me know if you have something better at kcaldwell@
fortyfourmagazine.com. NOTE: jailbait, juvenile, minor, youth, punk,
teenybopper, adolescent, and junior are not better.

SPEAK FOR

YOURSELF
WRITER:

MICHELLE SCHUMACHER

PHOTOGRAPHER:

We, as youth, have a substantial power in our
hands. We are the next generation, the children
of the technological revolution. Every day we are
bombarded with new technologies, and the pace of
change is hyper accelerated. Everything we know of
now will be so different from our parent’s generation
that they would recognize nothing at all . Products
are specifically created, marketed, and targeted at us
in the hopes of attracting our flighty, albeit limited,
attention. It is unfortunate that these same products
are made by people old enough to be our parents.

MICHELLE DAVIS/LAN YAN

It all comes down to self-expression.
Voice can be expressed in so many ways; it’s easy to do.
The clothes you wear, the music you listen to, and what
you choose to see, hear, and say all play a part. There
are those among us who have the natural ability to
express themselves better than others, but everyone
has the ability to stand up, and make a change.

Some might say that there is no need to speak up;
but they are wrong. Throughout history, change has
occurred by standing up for what you believe in. Our
predecessors have set the stage for future generations.
It is not good enough to sit back and let the adults
For example, the free-love youth of the 70’s are well
think for us…the “previous” generation. With the pace known for protesting. They held protests for a lot of
of technology now, they shouldn’t tell us how to deal reasons, mostly for peace. Even the music of that time
with the world, they don’t even understand it. We
reflected a need for change. These artists who voiced
cannot simply say, “Oh, soon we won’t have to think”, their thoughts, are names we still recognize today. Why
and let the wave of technology carry us away. I believe is it, that we respond to music written so long ago? Is it
the day we stop thinking, is the day we turn into
due to a lack of voice right now?
robots. Youth must find their own voice, and use it.
Youth have great opportunities to speak out, to have
It’s been done in the past, but there are only few of
our voice heard, but why don’t we? We should not let
us speaking out. What do they talk about? Why do
this go to waste and have our dreams and aspirations
they do it? What drives them? The answers are many
crushed under the heel of indifference. Do what you
and as varied as these individuals. Politics, awareness,
do best and let your voice be heard. “This is a time for
reaching out, persuading, changing, showcasing…it’s bold measures. This is the country, and you are the
about the need to be heard.
generation,” Bono once said.
Speak out and be heard.
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MUSIC

THE

GRAMMERCY
RIFFS

BALLS TO THE
WALLS SOUND
PHOTOGRAPHERS: NAZ PARASHANI & MICHELLE DAVIS
INTERVIEWER: KRISTA CALDWELL

Grammercy Riffs fans are so cool. At

one point in the concert one guy started doing this dance move/sequence, and slowly
other people joined him until the whole right
side of the crowd was dancing in unison. For
some reason the Filipino Inmates Thriller video
on youtube came to mind. (Check it out if you
haven’t) Fortunately, the dancing was not the
highlight of the show. I was more impressed by
the band’s music and powerful stage presence.
Afterwards I met up with Ricky, Sam, Jonty, Curt
and Trevor in Tom Lee Music Hall’s back alley to
get to know the band a little better.

Lonsdale Quay
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Trevor Aitken, Sam Rushton, Curt Henderson (front), Jonty Davies, Eric White
44M: How did you guys get started?
GR: We tore apart another band.
-Yeah they were making really terrible music.
Actually, they were making alright music.
-Hey, don’t say that, I was a part of that band man.
Actually, I got a show together about 3 years ago…
November 2004
And, uh, I heard this guy sing, we played rugby together. Sam,
the front man. I came up to him after a game and said “Hey man,
you’re playing on x day,” November 23rd or something. Originally
I planned to be just me on the guitar, and him singing, right, but it
seemed logical to have a backing band. A friend of ours was in a
band, so we stole the drummer, who is now the guitarist.
Actually, I wanted Curt here to put up some posters for us, I didn’t
even realize that he played guitar, and he showed up to practice
one day with his guitar and amp. I was pissed right…

I imposed myself upon you.
I was furious. I was the guitarist. No one should be taking my
solos. And…we were thoroughly impressed.
Then about a year after that, the other bass player wasn’t really..
Up to snuff
He wasn’t kicking it so we hired Eric. We’d all known each other
prior to that...
Our previous relationships were all leading up to the past three
years. And hopefully the rest of our lives.
-Awwwww
The rest is Grammercy History.
44M: Does North Vancouver have a music scene?
GR: You’re talking to them. (laughs) It’s fledgling, but we’re trying
to get things started. There’s a new sound coming out, and we
like to think we’re the pioneers of that sound.

44M: What is that sound?
GR: Blues based funkadelic.
-Balls to the Walls sound. Things like that.
44M: Where do you guys tend to play?
GR: Gigs are hard to come by, and when they do, there is often
some kind of odd event associated with them.. But exposure is exposure and we play religious benefit concerts uh, Edgemont Village
Festive Days, gigs like these where it’s like youth bands starting up
battle of the bands…
-Squamish Nation Boat Show. That was a good one. Probably a
milestone in Grammercy history. It’s mostly Jonty who handles getting us shows and we play them all.

fashion. We all have our own styles, but they come together nicely. We all have something in common in that vein and it shows on
stage. We like to dress up.
Stick dynamite into a wardrobe and this is what you get. Whatever
explodes in your face is what we wear.
44M: What makes a good performer?
GR: Dashing good looks. Tight trousers. Moppy hair. Awkward
and sudden movements. Jumps. Jittery knees.
44M: You guys have got it all. Any guitar-smashing?
GR: Did you see my guitar? Of course not. Don’t be ridiculous.
-Sometimes we smash it when he’s not looking.

44M: What’s your style?
GR: Well, I think our main point of style is tight trousers that vary in
colour.
-Hats are nice.

44M: Why no myspace? Rebellion?
GR: It’s a work in progress.
-Jonty can’t get through the application process.
He’s been flagged as a pedophile.
We’re working on it. We’ll get there soon. Don’t worry.

44M: What inspires your style?
GR: Showing off our sexuality.
-I suppose it comes from inside. We’re all dedicated followers of

And with “1 2 3 Riffs YEA RIGHT!” in unison, the interview was
over.
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CD REVIEWS
WRITER: KRISTA CALDWELL

ROCK

Kevin Drew - SPIrit IF...
ARTS & CRAFTS
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In “Spirit If”, Kevin Drew
steps forward from the
rest of the Scene-sters
(including Feist, Emily
Haines and Amy Millan,) giving us a better
listen to his personal
sound. Melodic and
perhaps more accessible than regular
Broken Social Scene
albums, the Toronto
band’s intangible harmony is heard on this
album. Drew gently
mumbles lyrics like
“Too beautiful to f!#k,”
over a seamless wall
of sound 23 musicians
thick, giving the album
a dreamy feel. Listen
with care.

POP

HIP-HOP

FOREIGN

Andrew Bird - Armchair Apocrypha
FAT POSSUM

Jesse Dangerously - Verba Volant

Jens Lekman - Night Falls over Kortedalla

To MY BOY - MESSAGES

I’m-enjoying-being-stuck-at-PhibbsExchange-music.
Plucked violin, simple
snare beats, chiming
guitar and plinky piano
accented with xylophone and whistling
create charming and
playful melodies that
will roll over in your
head for weeks. Bird’s
lyrics about confusion,
mortality and unexpected realizations
are clever and full of
hope. “I dreamed you
were a cosmonaut /of
the space between
our chairs /And I was
a cartographer /of the
tangles in your hair”

This Edmonton hiphop artist knows what
is takes to put a beat
together. His lyrics are
thought provoking
and fun; “So charming!
So devastating! Yeah,
you guessed it... This
song is about me.”
Songs have unique
intros that enhance
them, and Jesse samples classics. Give him
a listen.

Jens Lekman is a
Swedish indie-pop artist. His voice is pretty
and often melancholy.
Guitar-based and
heavily sampled, his
songs tell quirky stories
that are easy to follow.
“Your Arms around
me” starts, “I was slicing
up an avocado when
you came up behind
me.” It’s about Jens,
who accidentally cut
off his finger when his
lady friend wrapped
her arms around him.
This album is full of
character.

Upbeat and danceable,
“Messages” sounds
both futuristic and
vintage. Backed up by
guitar and computer
synthesized sounds,
the band’s two members sing somewhat
robotically. Their playful tunes can be compared to those of Mika.
Most of their songs are
inspired by technology,
for example: “Tell me
Computer”, “Oh Metal!”,
and “The Grid. Full
of personality, lyrical
vignettes and emotion,
this unique electronic
CD is worth hearing.
Check out their site
too. It’s neat.

SECRETLY CANADIAN

ELECTRONIC

XL Recordings

Rating: Rating: Rating: Rating: Rating:

SKETCH-A-LYRIC

Lyrics may not be as palpable as drums or guitar, but they say things that words

can’t. Lot’s of artists write knowing that their listeners all interpret lyrics differently. We wanted
to hear a song through a few sets of ears. And so we set up four doodlers to listen to “1234” by
Feist. They showed us what they heard:
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I froze my ass off making my way through the first snow of the winter to the World Aids Day
concert on a mission to interview the thirtysomething reggae-hiphoppers, Free flow. Making my way into the backstage lounge, I spotted Lisa Pham hobbling awkwardly towards the
couch. Being a huge fan, I swooped in for a quick interview. Fresh off of the operating table
and pumped full of codeine, Lisa told me about how she got started, her involvement with
World Aids Day, and the busted knee. Fifteen minutes - just enough time to defrost my butt.
Here’s Lisa...

LISA

INTERVIEWER: KRISTA CALDWELL
PHOTOGRAPHER: JULIE JONES

PHAM
44M: What kind of music do you play?

LP: I play, like, folky, girly music; I dunno, jazz maybe.
44M: What do you like to write about?
LP: Aw man, I dunno, sometimes I just write and I don’t really know what it’s about until it’s over.
I write about children’s’ stories a lot.
44M: What was your first show? Have you always been comfortable singing in front of people?
LP: No I was a little shy, uh quite shy at first actually. I guess at the talent show - at the school
talent show. That was really scary.
44M: When was that?
LP: I guess in grade 9. And then later, this guy, my friend, worked at Rada, this yoga and eatery
place and they wanted some musicians to go and I put in my demo and they started booking
me.
44M: How did you get involved in World Aids Day?
LP: Actually I think Lisa, the concert coordinator, saw me at Rada. She saw me play there once,
and she called me last year actually; I was supposed to play at last year’s World AIDS day but I had
to back out because I had a school play.
44M: Do you have any personal connection with HIV?
LP: I did a video last year in grade 11 about Aids and our perception of it I guess, and I sent it to
this contest and they ended up taking me to Kenya.
44M: What was that like?
LP: It was amazing.. It was really an unbelievable experience.
44M: Did you play music down there?
LP: Yeah there was a sort of cross-cultural exchange at the orphanage that we were at where
they did some dances and stuff and then we prepared some stuff too and I sang.

44M: Jamming?
LP: Yeah a little bit. They’re really musical, all the girls down at the orphanage we were at, they could just pick up anything and they could really
dance too, it was cool.
44M: When’s your album coming out?
LP: (laughs) I don’t know.. Um, I wanted to make an album this next coming year, but I haven’t really figured out how or when or where I’m
gonna do it yet.
44M: How many songs do you have? Any new ones?
LP: Yeah I do, but I’m not gonna play them. I don’t really feel comfortable with them yet. But um, I probably have like 11 or 12 songs now,
44M: On your Myspace?
LP: I should record them and switch those old ones off. I’m probably going to play my old songs tonight just because I’m not feeling so well,
and I’m not very comfortable.
44M: When was your knee surgery?
LP: On Thursday.
44M: Whoa today is Saturday.
LP: Yeah.
44M: Aren’t you supposed to stay in bed?
LP: Yeah, I’m not really supposed to be out of bed. My parents didn’t want me to come, but then that just makes me want to do it. But then at
the same time I’m here now, like ‘Why am I doing’ this?’
44M: How did you tear your ACL?
LP: I snapped it last year playing soccer, and then.. It’s been ok...
44M: Are you nervous for your show? You probably don’t get nervous anymore.
LP: I just feel sick right now. No I do get really nervous. It doesn’t pass in time. It really doesn’t pass in time.. People lie. It depends what show...
and what the audience looks like. Sometimes at Café du Soleil I don’t get nervous.
44M: Know any really good all-age venues?
LP: Yeah, The Rime. Rime on Commercial Drive. They usually have live music every night. It’s different music every night. It’s so great. And also
on the drive The Libra Room has live music every night. Café du Soleil too. Also, some places on Main Street.

More From LISA at www.myspace.com/lisapham
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FASHION
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Like a bat out of hell...
Rock-and-roll never died, but it never

looked this good. The hair, the animal prints
and the bold accessories give this 80’s retro
style its new edge. There’s a lack of black and
white “KISS” face paint, but it’s just as much
fun to scream into a camera as ever.
Or so they tell me.

you

ROCKER
you

PHOTOGRAPHER: ANDY WHITE WRITER:
HAIR & MAKEUP:

PATRICK SHANNON

MICHELLE SCHUMACHER

PATTERN ZEBRA TEE AND STUDDED BELT FROM
			
BANG ON

PATTERN LEOPARD TEE AND EARRINGS FROM
BANG ON

TOPS FROM USED VINTAGE STORE AND GOLD
LEGGINGS FROM BANG ON

TOP LEFT: CAYLEY DEANE TOP RIGHT: LEANNE KRIZ BOTTOM: LUKE KINGAN

DO It Yourself:
PHOTOGRAPHER:

MICHELLE DAVIS

WRITER:

LEANNE KRIZ

Find an old
sweater, or buy
one at a secondhand store. Make
sure the cuffs
can fit around
your calves.

1
2

To make a
cleaner cut on
the end of your
leg warmers, flip
the edges inside
and stitch once
again to prevent
unraveling.

Cut-off the
sleeves. These
are now your
leg warmers.

If your leg warmers are too big,
you can use the
zig-zag stitch on
the inside of the
legging to make
it tighter.

3

4

Depending on
the fabric, you
may need a
sewing machine to finish
the edges and
prevent unraveling. (Use a
zig-zag stitch)

5

Throw on a
pair of legging
or matching
pumps and
you’re set to go!

6
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LEG WARMERS

InterView WiTH:

PHOTOGRAPHER: GINA ANDOLFATTO INTERVIEWER: ALEX MURATA

ARTS
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Within the last decade, Vancouver based
mixed media artist, Milan Basic has successfully

made the leap from street tagger to legitimate graffiti artist. His amazing mural work has become a common sight on Vancouver streets. He is now branching out again, focusing on formal fine art pieces and
sculpture. Fortyfour Magazine caught up with Milan
to talk about his work in the film industry, his journey
as a graffiti artist, graffiti culture and his transition to
the fine art scene.

44M: For those of us who don’t know, what is the difference between a “tagger” and a “graffiti artist”?
MB: A “tagger” is a kid who just wants to get his name up all over the city, which is pretty much what graffiti has become. It doesn’t
seem to be about any sort of artistic endeavors anymore. A “graffiti artist” is someone who cares more about the artistic side of graffiti art, they care more about pushing themselves artistically, getting their views across and trying new things. They go beyond just
writing their three or four-letter name.
44M: We heard that you began your graffiti career as a tagger. Could you maybe walk us through your journey in becoming a
legitimate and respected artist?
MB: It was always about the artistic side for me. I was never into just getting my name out there, I always liked the style of the art and
how it looked aesthetically. The thing about taggers is that they are just looking to get respect from their peers, and to do that they
basically just destroy the city, they just write their name everywhere. At the height of my illegal graffiti, this was the early 90s, there
were only about two-dozen writers in the whole city and we all knew each other. The bridge underneath Commercial and Broadway
was one of our hot spots, and we would all meet in places like this and just paint and be like “Hey. How you doing? Right on!” My
start as a graffiti artist was just me drawing on a piece of paper and a guy who was an acquaintance caught sight of it on a

Choir Piece” 600 Beatty St. Vancouver.

friend’s coffee table, and he was like “Hey who did this? You should come out with us”. So
I started tagging and bombing with those guys. The main guy, who I talked with in the
beginning, was a little more advanced. He was already getting jobs painting skate shops
and clubs and things like that and I really just started doing the same thing and making
money from it.
44M: Do you have any advice for some of the taggers out there that would like to make
the same transition you did to become an actual artist?
MB: First you need to focus on what it is you like. There are more options now for taggers
who want to express themselves more artistically. They could always paint murals, which
is a pretty direct transition from graffiti. Also, the fine art scene is becoming very popular
with the graffiti world, as well as tattoo art. Most graffiti artists are natural tattooists. There
is also the graphic arts, all the digital work that’s out there.
You basically need to find a direction you want to be going in and you need to keep doing it, no matter how many times you fail, you have to keep going, which is pretty much
the same with anything. Never quit.
44M: How does your fine art work differ from your graffiti?
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MB: I’m trying to go for something completely unique in my fine art stuff; I’ve developed
a style that’s completely mine. I do include a lot of graffiti elements in my work and lots of
texture, I really want it to be unique. All my stuff is labeled “mixed media” because I use so
many different materials, I combine stuff that really should never mix (laughs).
44M: What piece of your own are you most proud of?
MB: The first thing that comes to mind is the one up at Main and 16th, it’s called “Sleepy
Eyed Girl”. I did it early spring 2007 and I like this piece because I was talking to the woman
who owns the building and there’s a convenience store that rents it from her and she had
a graffiti problem, so she was talking to me about getting a mural up. I gave her a price
and she thought it was kind of high, but it was similar to another quote she had gotten.
So I told that if I could paint whatever I wanted I would do it for half the price. Of course
her first question was “What do you want to paint?” so I e-mailed her an image that I had
in mind for the last half a year. She got it and said “Yes, let’s do it”. So I got to paint that and
it was my own thing, it’s what I would have done. The cool thing about that piece is that
there is some graffiti in it, but unlike a graffiti production, graffiti is not the focal point, it’s
just a little detail. It’s more about composition and flow and movement and it’s just pretty
and bright.

“Sleepy Eyed Girl” 16th Av. & Main St. Vancouver.

44M: Did you attend art school?
MB: No actually, I went to trade school. I became an industrial painter and painted bridges and structures and things like that.
When the film industry called me, I realized that I had gotten off the path that I should be on. I had an opportunity to take a trade
school program called “Blade Runners” that a friend told me about, which was great. So I did that for a while and I did the trade
thing, and that kind of opened up the doors for the film industry to call me and kind of bring me back on track.
44M: So you’ve been to places like New York to paint murals, how does that scene differ from the Vancouver scene?
MB: It’s much more hardcore in those places, you can get beat up if you paint in the wrong places. They have more of a history
there too, compared with Vancouver, and they’re much more territorial. I was very fortunate to paint on the Harlem wall of fame
about three years ago and I was happy to be there. Basically I was able to go in and paint a respectful piece in a spot that got
dissed by someone else. There was a guy who came up to me when I was working, he was a neighborhood guy, and he was like
“Who the @#*% are you?” so I had to explain about the project and the people I knew and he saw the work I was doing and he
saw that I could paint so he decided that it was cool. If I was just going over someone’s work he probably would have beat me
up.
44M: What is the Vancouver scene looking like these days?
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MB: I think it’s gone way downhill. But I tend to value different things, I value skill level and the artistic ability and that side of
the art. The writers now a days are just into getting respect through bombing the city and I’m past that. I’ve been painting for
18 years now, and it’s about something completely different for me now. I’ve got 2 kids and a mortgage and I support a family
through art, and I’m very lucky to be able to do that.
44M: Are there any good spots in Vancouver were people can see more than just tags?
MB: I stay away from graffiti spots, my whole thing now is, make your own spots.
work in this program called Re-Start. It’s basicly for kids that have been busted doing graffiti in Vancouver. They come and I
mentor them and show that I’m a successful graffiti writer and that I took a path that is more acceptable in the eyes of society. I
always tell them to push the limits, to be creative, don’t just do the same stuff that everyone else is doing. Do something that is
unique because trailblazers are the ones that get shat upon the most but they are the ones people remember.

Visit www.hifimurals.ca for more.

OUT...

CHECK

PHOTOGRAPHER: GINA ANDOLFATTO WRITER: ALEX MURATA

49 Powell Street
(between Carall and Columbia)
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6A 1E9

Located in the heart of Gastown,
Vancouver, The Ayden Gallery pro-

vides a venue for art fans seeking pieces
in a variety of media by contemporary,
local artists. Fortyfour Magazine attended the opening of the DEFT show in
December and had a Blast!!! Check out
aydengallery.com for upcoming events,
gallery times and info about new shows.

Telephone: 778 891 4310
www.aydengallery.com
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In light of our interview with Milan
Basic, Fortyfour Magazine decided
to take a look at other graffiti pieces
from around Vancouver and the
lower mainland. The best way to view
graffiti is to see it for yourself, so get
off the couch and get out there!!

Gallery.

PHOTOGRAPHERS:: GINA ANDOLFATTO, ANDY WHITE, EUGENE PALARMACHUK, ALEX MURATA, & JENIA MILE

SADIE
im a hippy at heart.
im a rocker.
im an artist.
im brutally honest.
i love singing blues and soul.
i love loving.
i love dancing.
i love laughing.
i hate some things.
my friends mean the world to me.
they say im quite the funny one.
i have a dirty sense of humor.
Im very laid back but also outgoing.
that’s pretty much all you need to know
Sadie Hardman,
Founding member of Fortyfour Magazine

1990-2008

HARDMAN
On
February
22nd, 2008
we lost an artist, a friend, and
a founding member
here at Fortyfour. We
know that her beauty and
creativity will shine through in
our magazine for years to come. We
will miss you Sades.

HOROSCOPES
WRITERS: LIZ HUGHES / ALICE HERRON

FOUR
SQUARE
ARIES 			

March 21 - April 19

You can’t stand it when people judge you, but hey, you do a hell of a lot of it too, so
you may be thinking a bit more about overall themes of the world, like religion and
culture. On another note, you need to get your mind off of your work. Good recommendations include sports and flying a kite. Seriously, it’s fun. If you begin growing
horns, don’t worry; it’s not because your turning into the devil. However, it doesn’t
hurt to be too sure… keep the holy water beside your bed, just in case.

TAURUS		

April 20 - May 20

Your ability to help people and still be happy is a gift, and you will find yourself feeling satisfied with your work. Cherish it like stolen child’s candy, for the financial elements in your life will cause you much pain later. Be careful. However, the thought
of flying rodents infesting your home should be ignored, because no flying rodents
will be haunting you this year. Be humble, be happy, and don’t forget to get in touch
with your feminine side. Insects should be avoided.

GEMINI		

May 21 - June 21

The possibility that you have an alter ego should be looked at. You’re a Gemini, for
goodness sake. If you don’t have a twin, be afraid. Be very afraid…
Anyway, try something sporty; you may find someone or something that may
change your life. Don’t worry about eating that second helping, and socialize until
you drop. And above all, be free!

CANCER		

June 22 - July 22

You are not a reincarnation of an old music artist. Your dreams of hanging with
Beethoven were consequence of over-dosage. Consider a detox. I know you hate
taking advice, but give your elders a chance; they’re just trying to do what’s best for
you. Surprise them with a handmade gift. You will find they will respect you more.
Watch out for farm animals and wild goats. They will bring health hazards.

LEO			

July 23 - August 22

Things are looking up for you. The process may be slow but all good things will
come to those who wait. Even if things start to feel like a bad hair day, remember a
lion isn’t a lion with out its mane… or it’s teeth. So just bite into someone close to
you, they’ll help you be victorious.

VIRGO

August 23 - September 22

Your inner wisdom has taught you to search for the meaning of life… And yes, those
pants make your ass look big.

LIBRA

September 23 - October 22

Did your mother never teach you how to eat? All that sauce on your face makes
everyone realize just how pathetic you are at life. The Spork was invented for a reason
– for you!

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

Just because your skeleton may be on the outside doesn’t mean your feelings should
be too. You’re much too sensitive. Try to relax. Take a deep breath and chill out. Taking
things to personally may create bigger problems.

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

Your artistic side is feeling locked up. Let it out! Now! Take your camera out on a walk,
pull out the trusty old sketchbook, or ask for a coloring page next time you eat at a
restaurant (just don’t eat the crayons).

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

Stop pretending that the past cannot be changed. It’s unfortunate that you laughed
at your friend after he fell off the jungle gym. But it’s not too late to make things up
to him. There are many things you can do to make him feel at ease. Just remember;
bringing them his homework, if he didn’t ask for it, is not helping.

AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

People like your sense of humor, but please don’t over do it. You might offend someone really dear to you. The aliens that you encountered five years ago want to meet
with you again, and they are determined to give your relative’s kidney back. However,
nature is trying to get back at you, so keep an eye out for strewn acorns and running
trees.

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

That annoying twitch in your left eye is really making you feel self-conscious. But don’t
worry, if you leave it for a while they’ll only think you’re about to kill yourself and console you for once in your life.
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Bananas are a valuable source of vitamin B6, vitamin C, and potassium.
Bananas are grown in at least 107 countries.
There are more than 500 varieties of banana in the world.
Bananas are herbs. They are of the same family as lilies, orchids and palms.
In 2001, there were more than 300 banana-related accidents in Britain, most involving
people slipping on skins.
In Eastern Africa you can buy banana beer. This beer is brewed from bananas.
Bananas have no fat, cholesterol or sodium.
The depiction of a person slipping on a banana peel has been a staple of physical
comedy for generations.
Bananas are on the verge of extinction.        

Sa m u r a i B oy
By : a . h e r r o n & l . h u g h e s

tHE ENEMY HAS KIDNAPPED OUR
HERO`S TRUSTY OLD FRIEND.
Desperate to get him back, Samurai Boy
sneaks into the enemy`s campsite.

The camp is under tight security.

Soon our hero comes
across a cage holding
his old friend.

He reaches
for the cage s
lock...
... And frees Ryu from his prison.
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